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The huge investment made by the telecommunications community in advancing 
photonics over the last three decades brings a considerable opportunity to disrupt 
other markets with new optical technology.  Exploiting the wealth of devices and 
techniques developed for telecoms in other areas of technology requires a clear view 
of the advantages which optical techniques can bring, most notably the high 
multiplexed data rate, immunity from electromagnetic interference and excellent 
mode control.  Examples where these attributes are making an impact are in high-
power lasers, sensing in oil wells, and in the biosciences.  Photonics also brings 
unprecedented opportunities for signal processing, molecular manipulation and even 
industrial welding and cutting applications.  Remarkably, the milliwatts of 
telecommunications can be scaled to powers as high as several kilowatts in fibre 
amplifiers. 
 
Born out of the optical telecoms EDFA revolution, the high power fibre laser is an 
excellent example of a crossover technology.  With small size, maintenance-free 
operation, high thermal and electrical efficiency and outstanding (diffraction- limited) 
beam quality, it has the potential to change every industry and discipline it 
encounters.  It challenges currently held views on how to make things, how to repair 
things, and how to destroy things.   

The extraordinary level of optical control coupled with the extended reliability that is 
routine in telecoms is revolutionary when applied to the field of industrial materials 
processing.  Unique among industrial lasers, the fiber laser is monolithic, the light 
being entirely confined to the fiber core.  This gives immunity to thermal distortion of 
the beam, almost instant startup, very high stability and protection from the 
environment.  Maintenance is minimal, since no realignment or cleaning of 
components is necessary. 

Just as with the EDFA, one of the key attributes of the fibre laser is its very high gain 
(30dB) which results from its extended length.  This allows the use of amplifiers as 
the preferred configuration, rather than oscillators, as used in most conventional 
lasers, giving far greater design freedom.  
 
The talk will review optical fibre developments across a number of areas, with 
particular emphasis on recent developments, such as microstructured fibres, highly 
non-linear glasses and large-core, damage resistant fibres for fibre lasers.  It will 
explore prospects for building new technologies and applications through harnessing 
the properties of new optical fibres. 


